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COVID-19: Some challenges, some data  

Note to instructors 
This project was written by the authors of the eBook Doing Economics (https://tinyco.re/1425213). 
Doing Economics aims to help its users to develop important data handling and data analysis skills 
by exposing them to policy-relevant data.  
The COVID-19 pandemic is one of the most relevant issues in today’s society. While the skills at the 
forefront of coping with and understanding this pandemic are those of nurses, carers, cleaners, 
pharmacists and doctors in the health system, researchers in the field of biochemistry researching 
for medication and vaccines and frontline staff in supermarkets and their supply chain, it is 
important to understand that all of these professions, in the background, are supported by people 
with excellent data skills. They need not be economists, but many economists do have the data 
skills required to make significant contributions in extraordinary times like these. 
In this project, we help readers get to grips with some of the global data on the COVID-19 
pandemic. Readers can import up-to-date case and fatality data, clean the dataset, understand 
some of the shortcomings of available data, and visualise the data in charts and maps. We also 
use some data on government policy responses and discuss methods we can use to evaluate 
policy effectiveness. 
Throughout the project, readers can pick up important data skills. In times like this, more than 
ever, it pays to have a good understanding of data and what it can/cannot measure. 
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Introduction 

Globally, there is a huge effort being undertaken by specialists of all fields to understand and 
reduce the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, as well as devising measures to help us all live under 
these new conditions. 

In this project we will investigate some of the data related to the COVID-19 pandemic, focusing on 
the challenges and questions that this data can help to answer.  

 
1. COVID-19 outcomes around the world 

Let’s do some exploratory analysis of COVID-19 case numbers and fatalities, using a dataset 
published by the European Centre for Disease Control (ECDC) (https://tinyco.re/4826169).  

1.1 Getting started 

For Sections 1.2 to 1.6, you will need the following packages, which we will install and import now:  

install.packages(c("sets", "readxl", "tidyverse", "ggplot2", "utils", "httr")) 
library(sets)         # Used for some set operations 
library(readxl)       # To read Excel files into R 
library(tidyverse)    # For data handling tasks 
library(ggplot2)      # Plotting toolbox 
library(utils)        # For reading other data formats into R  
library(httr)         # For downloading data from a URL  

Note:  
1. This project requires some basic knowledge of R and is aimed at users who want to learn 
new techniques. Complete beginners can refer to Project 1 in Doing Economics 
(https://tinyco.re/1425810) for help with installing and getting started in R. 
2. This project was written in the first week of January 2021, using data available at that time. 
Your results and charts will look slightly different if you are using more updated data. 

Learning objectives 

In this project, you will: 

• import data directly from websites (Section 1.2) 
• perform some basic data cleaning techniques (Section 1.3 and 1.5) 
• produce line charts using ggplot (Sections 1.4-1.6 and Section 2) 
• produce maps illustrating the global spread of COVID-19 cases (Sections 1.7 and 1.8) 
• explore the relationship between the severity of policy responses and COVID-19-related 

outcomes (Sections 2.1 and 2.2) 
• discuss some principles and methods for evaluating the effectiveness of government 

policies (Sections 2.2 and 2.3)  
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1.2 Import the data into R 

Very helpfully, the ECDC webpage that contains the data (https://tinyco.re/7709786) provides an R 
script (shown in the next code block) that allows you to download the most current dataset. You 
could download the dataset to your computer and then import it into R, but here we will use the 
direct pipeline that the ECDC has built to their data.  

After running the code below, a datafile called data will appear in your R environment. It will 
contain up-to-date case and fatality data. 

# Download the dataset from the ECDC website to a local temporary file (‘tf’) 
GET("https://opendata.ecdc.europa.eu/covid19/casedistribution/csv",  
    authenticate(":", ":", type = "ntlm"),  
    write_disk(tf <- tempfile(fileext = ".csv"))) 

# Read the downloaded file into R. The dataset will be called ‘data’. 
data <- read.csv(tf)  

 
 

1.3 Data cleaning 

Let’s look at the structure of this dataset. We want to make sure we understand all the variables 
and give them sensible names we can work with. 

str(data) 

## 'data.frame':    9577 obs. of  10 variables: 
##  $ dateRep                : Factor w/ 53 levels "01/06/2020","02/03/2020",..: 6 
49 37 25 13 52 40 28 16 3 ... 
##  $ year_week              : Factor w/ 53 levels "2020-01","2020-02",..: 53 52 5
1 50 49 48 47 46 45 44... 
##  $ cases_weekly           : int  902 1994 740 1757 1672 1073 1368 1164 606 ... 
##  $ deaths_weekly          : int  60 88 111 71 137 68 69 61 24 27 ... 
##  $ countriesAndTerritories: Factor w/ 214 levels "Afghanistan",..: 1 1 1 1 1... 
##  $ geoId                  : Factor w/ 213 levels "AD","AE","AF",..: 3 3 3 3... 
##  $ countryterritoryCode   : Factor w/ 213 levels "","ABW","AFG",..: 3 3 3 3... 
##  $ popData2019            : int  38041757 38041757 38041757 38041757... 
##  $ continentExp           : Factor w/ 6 levels "Africa",“America”,..: 3 3 3...  

It is obvious what some of the variables refer to, such as day, month, year, 
countriesAndTerritories and popData2019 (the population of the respective country in 
2019). geoId and countryterritoryCode are common abbreviations for the respective 
country. 

First, we will shorten the name of countriesAndTerritories to country and 
countryterritoryCode to countryCode and dateRep to dates. 

names(data)[names(data) == "countriesAndTerritories"] <- "country" 
names(data)[names(data) == "countryterritoryCode"] <- "countryCode" 
names(data)[names(data) == "dateRep"] <- "dates" 

Note: By uploading data in this way you will always get the latest data. This means that, if you 
rerun this code, you will have more recent data than the data used when this project was 
written (7 January 2021).  
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The variable dates is currently a factor variable, but we want R to know that each entry (string) 
represents a date. Dates are of the format day/month/year e.g. 24/01/2020. In the format option 
we specify this date format (format = "%d/%m/%Y") so R can correctly translate the strings to 
dates (see this page (https://tinyco.re/8606284) to understand how to correctly specify the 
format option for other date formats). 

data$dates <- as.Date(as.character(data$dates), format = "%d/%m/%Y") 

Last, but most importantly, there are two variables called cases_weekly and deaths_weekly, 
which indicate that we have weekly data: each row represents the data for a particular week in a 
particular country.  

 
We have identified the time intervals used in our data, but from the dataset alone it is not obvious 
whether these variables are cumulative (i.e. all the COVID-19 cases identified in a country from the 
time data collection started up to that week), or only the cases identified in that particular week. 
You could either go back to the data source to find an explanation or we could plot the data and use 
our understanding of what the data should look like. 

To investigate this issue, let’s pick one country and plot some of the data – we chose China, where 
COVID-19 was first identified. We use the plot function, which is already built into R. Later we will 
use ggplot to produce nicer charts. 

data_china <- data %>% filter(country == "China") 
plot(data_china$dates, data_china$deaths, xlab = "Date", ylab = "Weekly deaths att
ributed to COVID-19 in China")  # Specifies the horizontal axis variable, vertical 
axis variable, horizontal axis title, and vertical axis title, respectively  

 
Figure 1.1 Using plot: Weekly deaths in China attributed to COVID-19 (1 January 2020 - 7 January 
2021). 

Note: In the early days of the pandemic there was a lot of focus on daily statistics. However, it 
was quickly recognised that daily statistics exhibited a large degree of predictable variation 
across the weekdays, which made looking at statistics measured over longer time periods 
(such as a week) more useful for understanding the situation. 
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In China, the number of fatalities increases in January and February, and then decreases in March. 
If these were cumulative data, it would not be possible for the numbers to decrease. So, these 
must be the deaths which occurred in a particular week. You can plot the data for cases_weekly 
and reach a similar conclusion. 

Figure 1.1 has an interesting feature: there is one week in the middle of April (20 April 2020) in 
which almost 1,300 deaths were reported, a vast difference from the numbers in the weeks before 
and after. This apparent outlier is the result of revising a previously published statistic: as 
discussed in this Live Science article (http://tinyco.re/8841438), after a detailed investigation, 
China re-classified some fatalities that were previously not attributed to COVID-19 and added 
them to the statistics for that week. 

We may also want to use our weekly data to calculate the cumulative infections and deaths, which 
we can do in R with the cumsum function (short for ‘cumulative sum’). To illustrate what this 
command does, let’s use an example. 

test <- c(0, 0, 2, 4, 9, 2) 
cumsum(test) 

## [1] 0 0 2 6 15 17 

You can see that each number in the sequence is the sum of all the preceding numbers (including 
itself), for example, we got the fifth number, 15, by adding 0, 0, 2, 4, and 9. 

Before we apply the cumsum function to our dataset, we need to make sure that we cumulate 
separately by country (group_by(country)) and that the data are arranged by date 
(arrange(dates)).  

We will store the accumulated cases and deaths by country in the variables c_cases and 
c_deaths. Finally, we use ungroup to undo the group_by function and get back the original 
structure of our dataset (we will need the ungrouped data later). 

data <- data %>% group_by(country) %>%  
          arrange(dates) %>%  
          mutate(c_cases = cumsum(cases), c_deaths = cumsum(deaths)) %>%  
          ungroup()  

 

1.4 Plotting line charts for some countries 

Let’s create some charts to describe how the COVID-19 pandemic developed in different countries. 
We initially continue with the data for China. 

First, we plot weekly COVID-19 cases over time using the ggplot function, which produces much 
nicer charts. We will create the chart and save it as the object g1, then display it by just calling g1. 
Unlike in Section 1.3, we will use the subset function to select the data we need instead of 
creating a separate dataset containing only the data for China. 

g1 <- ggplot(subset(data, country == "China"), aes(x = dates, y = cases_weekly)) + 
      geom_line() +  
      ggtitle("COVID-19 weekly cases in China") +  
      xlab("Date") + 
      ylab("Weekly COVID-19 cases")   
g1 
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Figure 1.2 Using ggplot: Weekly COVID-19 cases in China (1 January 2020 - 7 January 2021). 

Let’s overlay the weekly cases for two countries. We chose China and South Korea, but you can 
change the first line of code accordingly to select countries you are interested in. 

sel_countries <- c("China", "South_Korea") 
g2 <- ggplot(subset(data, country %in% sel_countries),  
             aes(x = dates, y = cases_weekly, color = country)) + 
      geom_line() +  
      ggtitle("COVID-19 weekly cases") +  
      xlab("Date") + 
      ylab("Weekly COVID-19 cases")   
g2 

 

Figure 1.3 Weekly COVID-19 cases in China and South Korea (1 January 2020 - 7 January 2021). 
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Here you can see the much-praised ability by South Korea (https://tinyco.re/4913845) to suppress 
the number of infections effectively throughout most of 2020. However, you might argue that it is 
difficult to directly compare the outcomes of countries with different population sizes and 
different knowledge about the virus (China undertook virus containment measures at a time when 
very little was known about the virus).  

 
Now we look at some European countries (Spain, France, and the UK). 

sel_countries <- c("Spain", "France", "United_Kingdom") 
g3 <- ggplot(subset(data, country %in% sel_countries),  
             aes(x = dates, y = cases_weekly, color = country)) + 
      geom_line(size = 1) +   # ‘size’ controls the line thickness 
      ggtitle("COVID-19 weekly cases") +  
      xlab("Date") + 
      ylab("Weekly COVID-19 cases")   
g3 

 
Figure 1.4 Weekly COVID-19 cases in France, Spain, and the UK (1 January 2020 - 7 January 2021). 

 

When looking at Figure 1.4, it is important to understand that the number of newly identified cases 
also depends on a country’s testing effort (such as the number of tests conducted) in a particular 
week. During the first wave, testing for COVID-19 was mainly conducted on symptomatic patients 
and their contacts. In other words, it was very targeted. In the second half of 2020, testing became 
much more widespread and the higher numbers of confirmed cases in the second wave are mainly 
explained by this difference in testing strategies. 

Explore the data: Redo Figure 1.3, but for two or three different countries of your choice. 

Explore the data: Check out the ggplot cheatsheet (https://tinyco.re/8940854) to see some of the 
many ways in which you can customise graphs. In particular, see what happens if you replace the 
last line in the code block above (g3) with g3 + theme_bw() or g3 + theme_dark(). 
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To evaluate whether the second wave for these countries was more severe than the first, we will 
plot a chart of weekly deaths. Recorded deaths are not dependent on differences in testing 
strategies. While there may be changes throughout 2020 in which deaths are attributed to COVID-
19, these changes were less dramatic than changes in testing regimes. 

sel_countries <- c("Spain", "France", "United_Kingdom") 
g4 <- ggplot(subset(data, country %in% sel_countries),  
             aes(x = dates, y = deaths_weekly, color = country)) + 
      geom_line(size = 1) +   # ‘size’ controls the line thickness 
      ggtitle("COVID-19 weekly deaths") +  
      xlab("Date") + 
      ylab("Weekly COVID-19 deaths")   
g4 

 
Figure 1.5 Weekly COVID-19 deaths in France, Spain, and the UK (1 January 2020 - 7 January 
2021). 

Figure 1.5 suggests that at the peak of the first wave, more people died than in the peak of the 
second wave for France and Spain (November/December), though we cannot conclude anything 
for the UK yet as cases are still rising in the first week of January 2021. Note that in late May, the 
number of COVID-19 deaths reported in Spain was negative. This adjustment was made to correct 
deaths that were double-counted or wrongly attributed to COVID-19 (see this Medical Express 
article (http://tinyco.re/7189747) for more details). 

 

 

Read more:  
• This European Data Portal article (http://tinyco.re/5084165), written on 8 June 2020, discusses 

testing strategies adopted by various countries. 
• Our World in Data’s COVID-19 testing page (http://tinyco.re/4589579) discusses various 

measures we can use to compare countries’ testing strategies and contains up-to-date data on 
these measures.  

• Nate Silver’s article (https://tinyco.re/6395215), written on 4 April 2020, explains how 
differences in testing strategies makes comparisons across countries difficult. 
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1.5 Population-adjusted statistics 

Comparing raw numbers of reported COVID-19 cases between countries is not a like-for-like 
comparison if the countries or regions have different population sizes. A commonly used 
population-adjusted measure is the number of weekly cases per 100,000 people, which data 
sources such as the John Hopkins University Coronavirus Resource Center 
(http://tinyco.re/1175130) refer to as the ‘incidence rate’. 

In order to calculate population-adjusted weekly case numbers, we use the latest population data 
(from 2019, the variable popData2019) which is already included in the dataset. This population 
information varies across countries, but is the same for a given country for all weeks in our 
dataset. 

We will now create new variables, pc_cases and pc_deaths, which report the number of 
confirmed new cases or deaths per 100,000 people over a 7-day period. We then make a similar 
chart to Figure 1.5, but now plotting the population-adjusted data for weekly COVID-19 deaths. 

data <- data %>% 
    mutate(pc_cases = (cases_weekly/popData2019)*100000, 
      pcdeaths = (deaths_weekly/popData2019)*100000) 
 
sel_countries <- c("Spain", "France", "United_Kingdom") 
g5 <- ggplot(subset(data, country %in% sel_countries),  
             aes(x = dates, y = pc_deaths, color = country)) + 
      geom_line(size = 1) +   # ‘size’ controls the line thickness 
      ggtitle("COVID-19 weekly deaths per 100,000 people") +  
      xlab("Date") + 
      ylab("Weekly COVID-19 cases (per 100,000 people)")   
g5 

 
Figure 1.6 Weekly COVID-19 deaths (per 100,000 people) in France, Spain, and the UK (1 January 
2020 - 7 January 2021). 

Compared to Figure 1.5, it is clear that Spain was hit harder by the first wave (spring 2020) than the 
second. 
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More importantly, population-adjusted data allows us to compare countries with very different 
population sizes. To illustrate, we compare weekly COVID-19 deaths reported in India, the US, 
Sweden, and Germany. 

sel_countries <- c("United States of America", "Germany", "Sweden", "India") 
g6 <- ggplot(subset(data, country %in% sel_countries),  
             aes(x = dates, y = pc_deaths, color = country)) + 
      geom_line(size = 1) +   # ‘size’ controls the line thickness 
      ggtitle("COVID-19 weekly deaths per 100,000 people") +  
      xlab("Date") + 
      ylab("Weekly COVID-19 cases (per 100,000 people)")   
g6 

 
Figure 1.7 Weekly COVID-19 deaths (per 100,000 people) in Germany, India, Sweden, and the US (1 
January 2020 - 7 January 2021). 

 

1.6 Cumulative cases and deaths 

Let’s also look at the cumulative case numbers for Canada, Poland, and Afghanistan (all with a 
similar population of around 38 million people). 

sel_countries <- c("Canada", "Poland", "Afghanistan") 
g7 <- ggplot(subset(data, country %in% sel_countries),  
             aes(x = dates, y = c_cases, color = country)) + 
      geom_line(size = 1) +   # ‘size’ controls the line thickness 
      ggtitle("Cumulative weekly COVID-19 cases") +  
      xlab("Date") + 
      ylab("Cumulative weekly COVID-19 cases")   
g7 
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Figure 1.8 Cumulative weekly COVID-19 cases in Afghanistan, Canada, and Poland (1 January 2020 
– 7 January 2021). 

You can clearly see the varied rates of growth at different times throughout 2020. The rapid rise in 
the second half of 2020 is not only due to the second wave of COVID-19, but also due to vastly 
increased testing compared to the first half of 2020. 

Looking at Figure 1.8, it would appear as if Afghanistan was less affected by the pandemic than 
Canada and Poland, when in reality it may be that limited testing activity in countries with limited 
health infrastructure may disguise the true impact of the pandemic. Comparing the cumulative 
number of deaths reveals that almost as many people died of COVID-19 in Afghanistan as in 
Poland and Canada, though the fatality rate in Afghanistan may also be higher due to a less 
developed healthcare system. Notice that we use a logarithmic (ratio) scale to clearly identify 
periods of exponential growth (first half of 2020), and the slowdown in growth during the second 
half of 2020. 

sel_countries <- c("Canada", "Poland", "Afghanistan") 
g8 <- ggplot(subset(data, country %in% sel_countries),  
             aes(x = dates, y = c_deaths, color = country)) + 
      geom_line(size = 1) +                 # ‘size’ controls the line thickness 
      scale_y_continuous(trans = "log2") +  # Use a ratio scale   
      ggtitle("Cumulative weekly COVID-19 deaths") +  
      xlab("Date") + 
      ylab("Cumulative weekly COVID-19 deaths (ratio scale)")   
g8 
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Figure 1.9 Cumulative weekly COVID-19 deaths in Afghanistan, Canada, and Poland (1 January 
2020 – 7 January 2021), using a ratio scale. 

 
 

1.7 Plotting maps of daily COVID-19 data 

Maps are a great tool to illustrate the geographic distribution of any variable. 

For Sections 1.7 and 1.8, you will need the following packages for drawing maps, which we will 
install and import now:  

install.packages(c("sf", "raster", "spData", "tmap")) 
library(sf) 
library(raster) 
library(spData) 
library(tmap) 

Let’s create a map of a randomly selected variable (life expectancy, lifeExp) first and then we 
will find out how to manipulate the code to display the maps we want. 

# Add fill and border layers to world shape map 
tm_shape(world) + tm_polygons(col = "lifeExp")  

Read more: To learn more about ratio scales and how to interpret them, see Unit 1.4 of 
Economy, Society, and Public Policy (https://tinyco.re/8137587).  
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Figure 1.10 Life expectancy around the world (2019).  

Wow, one line of code and you get a world map which shows life expectancy for countries around 
the world. Amazing!  

What did the code do? We used the tmap package, which has a range of built-in map information, 
and tm_shape(world), which contains shape information (details of the boundaries) of the 
world’s countries. This shape information is essential for drawing maps. Then we specify the 
variable that determines the colors and borders (+ tm_polygons(col = "lifeExp")). We 
saved the map in a new object called m1. 

 
We want to make a similar map as in Figure 1.10, but showing information on COVID-19 cases 
instead. We will first deconstruct the code above to understand where tmap stores the data on life 
expectancy. 

m2 <- tm_shape(world)  
str(m2) 

## List of 1 
##  $ tm_shape:List of 14 
##   ..$ shp_name   : chr "world" 
##   ..$ shp        :Classes 'sf', 'tbl_df', 'tbl' and 'data.frame':    177 obs. o
f  11 variables: 
##   .. ..$ iso_a2   : chr [1:177] "FJ" "TZ" "EH" "CA" ... 
##   .. ..$ name_long: chr [1:177] "Fiji" "Tanzania" "Western Sahara" "Canada" ... 
##   .. ..$ continent: chr [1:177] "Oceania" "Africa" "Africa" "North America" ... 
##   .. ..$ region_un: chr [1:177] "Oceania" "Africa" "Africa" "Americas" ... 
##   .. ..$ subregion: chr [1:177] "Melanesia" "Eastern Africa" "Northern Africa" 
"Northern America" ... 
##   .. ..$ type     : chr [1:177] "Sovereign country" "Sovereign country" "Indete
rminate" "Sovereign country" ... 
##   .. ..$ area_km2 : num [1:177] 19290 932746 96271 10036043 9510744 ... 
##   .. ..$ pop      : num [1:177] 8.86e+05 5.22e+07 NA 3.55e+07 3.19e+08 ... 
##   .. ..$ lifeExp  : num [1:177] 70 64.2 NA 82 78.8 ... 
##   .. ..$ gdpPercap: num [1:177] 8222 2402 NA 43079 51922 ... 
##   .. ..$ geom     :sfc_MULTIPOLYGON of length 177; first list element: List of 

Read more: To learn more about geocomputing and the tmap package, check out 
Geocomputation with R (https://tinyco.re/1848888), written by Robin Lovelace, Jakub Nowosad, 
and Jannes Muenchow. 
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3 
##   .. .. ..$ :List of 1 
##   .. .. .. ..$ : num [1:8, 1:2] 180 180 179 179 179 ... 
##   .. .. ..$ :List of 1 
##   .. .. .. ..$ : num [1:9, 1:2] 178 178 179 179 178 ... 
##   .. .. ..$ :List of 1 
##   .. .. .. ..$ : num [1:5, 1:2] -180 -180 -180 -180 -180 ... 
##   .. .. ..- attr(*, "class")= chr [1:3] "XY" "MULTIPOLYGON" "sfg" 
##   .. ..- attr(*, "sf_column")= chr "geom" 
##   .. ..- attr(*, "agr")= Factor w/ 3 levels "constant","aggregate",..: NA NA NA 
NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 
##   .. .. ..- attr(*, "names")= chr [1:10] "iso_a2" "name_long" "continent" "regi
on_un" ... 
##   ..$ name             : NULL 
##   ..$ is.master        : logi NA 
##   ..$ projection       : NULL 
##   ..$ bbox             : NULL 
##   ..$ unit             : NULL 
##   ..$ simplify         : num 1 
##   ..$ point.per        : logi NA 
##   ..$ line.center      : chr "midpoint" 
##   ..$ filter           : NULL 
##   ..$ raster.downsample: logi TRUE 
##   ..$ raster.warp.     : logi TRUE 
##   ..$ check_shape: logi TRUE 
##  - attr(*, "class")= chr "tmap" 

The output above looks complicated. m2 is a list with one element called sm_shape, which in turn 
is a list with 14 elements. Importantly one of these elements, called shp, contains information on 
the respective countries. 

Let’s look at the element shp to understand what it looks like. We will save it as the object temp. 

temp <- m2$tm_shape$shp 
names(temp) 

##  [1] "iso_a2"    "name_long" "continent" "region_un" "subregion" "type"      
##  [7] "area_km2"  "pop"       "lifeExp"   "gdpPercap" "geom" 

shp is a ‘standard’ dataframe with country-specific information, and you can see that one of the 
variables is life expectancy (lifeExp). This dataframe is where tmap got the information from. We 
will insert the information on cases into this dataframe and then use that to display the data. 
iso_a2 is a variable with country abbreviations. As we have this information also in our dataset 
(data) we will use country abbreviations to merge the data. 

We start by extracting the information we want to merge into temp from our original dataset 
(data). As an example, we will use COVID-19 data for all countries in the week beginning 14 
December 2020 ("2020-12-14"). 

temp_mergein <- data %>% filter(dates == "2020-12-14") %>%  
                          select(geoId, cases_weekly, c_cases,  

                          pc_cases, deaths_weekly, c_deaths, pc_deaths) 

When you run the code above, you are likely to get the following error message: 

Error in (function (classes, fdef, mtable) :  
 unable to find an inherited method for function ‘select’ for signature ‘"tbl_df"’ 
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A Google search reveals that this issue arose because the select function appears in two different 
packages we loaded (raster and tidyverse) - type ?select into the command window to see 
this problem. In these cases, R chooses the function from the package loaded last (raster in this 
case), whereas we wanted the function from the dplyr package (automatically loaded with the 
tidyverse). 

These are the issues which arise with an open-source software where many people contribute 
different packages, like the tidyverse and the raster package, and there isn’t an external 
institution that ensures people do not use the same name for different functions. In fact, look at 
the notices in your R console that you ignored after loading the raster package. Most likely you 
will find a message similar to: “Attaching package: ‘raster’. The following object 
is masked from ‘package:dplyr’: select”. This problem could have been avoided by 
loading the tidyverse package after the raster package in Section 1.1 (this is one of the quirks 
you will encounter when you work with R). 

So when we want to run the above command, we have to tell R that we want the select function 
from the dplyr package (dplyr::select). 

temp_mergein <- data %>% filter(dates == "2020-12-14") %>%  
                          dplyr::select(geoId, cases_weekly, c_cases, pc_cases,  
                                        deaths_weekly, c_deaths, pc_deaths) 

We only selected the variables we are interested in, and the geoId variable which we will match 
with iso_a2 in the shape file. 

As it turns out, the country code for the UK in data (and hence in temp_mergein) is UK and in the 
shape file it is GB. We need to make these country codes consistent so that  data for the UK will be 
matched correctly, otherwise the map would show missing data for the UK. 

temp_mergein$geoId <- as.character(temp_mergein$geoId) 
temp_mergein$geoId[temp_mergein$geoId == "UK"] <- "GB"  

Now we will use the merge function to add our COVID-19 data into m2 so we can make maps with 
it. We specify the respective variables used to match the data (by.x = "iso_a2", by.y = 
"geoId") and also ensure that we keep all of our original country information, even if it is 
unrelated to COVID-19 (all.x = TRUE). 

temp <- merge(temp, temp_mergein, by.x = "iso_a2", by.y = "geoId", all.x = TRUE) 

Now that we manipulated the datafile required to make maps, we need to insert it back into m2, 
into exactly the same spot where we found that datafile in the first place (m2$tm_shape$shp). 

m2$tm_shape$shp <- temp 

Now we can return to the mapping code and plot the weekly COVID-19 deaths (per 100,000 
people) for the week beginning 14 December 2020. 

# Add polygons layer to world shape 
m2 + tm_polygons(col = "pc_deaths", n = 10)  # n = 10 controls the number of categ
ories 
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Figure 1.10 Worldwide COVID-19 deaths per 100,000 people (14-20 December 2020). 

There are many ways you can customize your maps. For instance, the tm_style function allows 
you to change the map’s colour scheme. 

m2 + tm_polygons(col = "pc_deaths", n = 10) +  # n = 10 controls the number of cat
egories 
      tm_style("col_blind") 

 

Figure 1.11 Worldwide COVID-19 deaths per 100,000 people (14-20 December 2020), alternative 
colour scheme. 

 

1.8 Plotting maps showing the spread of COVID-19 over time 

The maps in Section 1.7 were created for one particular week (beginning 14 December 2020), but 
we can create multiple maps for various weeks in 2020 so that we can visualise the spread of the 
pandemic. Let’s start by creating the base world map again. 

m3 <- tm_shape(world)     # Create a new shape file from scratch 
temp3 <- m3$tm_shape$shp  # Extract the data frame with the data 

First, we need to ensure that we insert the weekly information into m3 just as we did for a single 
week. We will make a list of the specific dates (called date_sel)using the sequence (seq) 
function. Then we select all dates in date_sel from our original dataset (data). 
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# Prepare the data from the original dataset 
date_sel <- seq(as.Date("2020-02-10"), as.Date("2020-12-14"), 7) 
temp_mergein <- data %>% filter(dates %in% date_sel) %>%  
                  dplyr::select(geoId, dates, cases_weekly, c_cases,  
                                pc_cases, deaths_weekly, c_deaths, pc_deaths) %>%  
                  arrange(geoId, dates) 

 
temp_mergein$geoId <- as.character(temp_mergein$geoId) 
temp_mergein$geoId[temp_mergein$geoId == "UK"] <- "GB"   

So far, we extracted the data as in Section 1.7, but for more dates. We are now also keeping the 
dates variable because we need it to plot separate maps, one for each week. 

Now we need to merge the new data into temp3. To do so, we will reformat the dates as character 
variables because tmap does not work well with date formats, and remove the countries with 
missing observations, as these would introduce an extra entry in our legend (recorded as na). 

temp3 <- merge(temp3, temp_mergein, by.x = "iso_a2", by.y = "geoId", all.x = TRUE) 
temp3$dates <- as.character(temp3$dates)  # Convert dates to character variables  
temp3 <- temp3 %>% filter(!is.na(dates))  # Delete countries with no data 

We now add this updated data frame into the shape file. 

m3$tm_shape$shp <- temp3 

Now we need to instruct tmap to produce the maps, but make a separate map for every week. The 
tmap command we use here is tm_facets(by = "dates", free.coords = FALSE). The by 
= "dates" option selects the dates variable to be the ‘facet’ variable, i.e. the variable that 
determines when a separate map should be plotted (one map per week). 

covid_fac <- m3 + tm_polygons(col = "pc_cases",  
                              style = "fixed", # Use fixed categories 
                              breaks = c(0,50,250,1000,5000,50000)) + # Set catego
ry boundaries for the map legend 
                  tm_facets(by = "dates", free.coords = FALSE) 
covid_fac 
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Figure 1.12 Worldwide weekly COVID-19 cases per 100,000 people (2 February 2020 – 14 December 
2020). 

The output was saved in covid_fac. As you can see, we do not have an observation from every 
country for each week. If we are missing an observation, then for that particular week, that 
country will not appear on the map. 

 
 
 
2. Government policy responses to the pandemic 

The unfolding of the COVID-19 pandemic is also a story of different government policies, not only 
attempts to suppress the virus but also measures to cope with the impact that the pandemic and 
policies to prevent its spread had on the economy.  

In this section, we will add some data on government policy stringency, the Oxford University 
Coronavirus Government Response Tracker (OxCGRT, http://tinyco.re/9988530), to our COVID-19 
data from Section 1.  

The OxCGRT distinguishes between three categories of government policies related to the COVID-
19 pandemic: containment policies (e.g. contact and travel restrictions), economic support 
policies (e.g. furlough schemes or stimulus packages) and public health policies (e.g. testing 
programs, information campaigns). The OxCGRT website (http://tinyco.re/3060085) contains 
detailed explanations of the policies considered and how they are measured. 

Explore the data: Use ?tm_polygons to learn about some of the adjustments you can make to 
these graphs. For example, experiment with the colour scale - in the code block above, replace 
style = "fixed", breaks = c(0,50,250,1000,5000,50000) with style = "cont" or 
style = "log10_pretty", and see which colour scale works best in this context. 
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Here we will look at the containment and public health policies, as these should have the largest 
direct impact on COVID-19 case and death numbers. There is a commonly made argument that the 
degree to which a population will adhere to many containment policies may depend on the 
support given by economic policies, but we will not explore that topic here. 

Download the following dataset, which is available in Excel (.xlsx) format on the OxCGRT Github 
page (http://tinyco.re/1775374). 

The ‘containment_health_index’ tab of the spreadsheet contains the data we need. Let’s import 
this sheet into R and store it as data_pol. 

data_pol <- read_excel("OxCGRT_timeseries_all.xlsx",  
                       sheet = "containment_health_index") 

To understand how the data is structured, you can either view the entire dataframe or use head to 
display the first few rows:  

head(data_pol) 
 

 
The numbers you can see are indices, where 0 represents a situation in which no measures are in 
place and 100 a situation in which all respective policies are implemented to the maximum 
stringency level. We will soon look at how these indices change over time for a particular country, 
but first we need to restructure the dataset. 

Looking at this dataset you can see that every country (country_code, country_name) is 
represented by a row and that each day from 1 January 2020 onwards is represented by a column. 
This format differs in two ways from the ECDC COVID-19 data from Section 1: we have daily and 
not weekly observations, and time intervals are organised by columns instead of rows. We 
therefore have two tasks before we can merge the data: 

1. Reformat the data so that dates are in rows, not columns 
2. Remove the days which do not correspond to the days in the ECDC data (data). 

The OxCGRT data are organised in ‘wide’ format (each row is a separate country, each column is a 
different date) whereas we need the data in ‘long’ format (each row is a different country-date 
pair). We can switch from wide to long format with the pivot_longer command in the 
tidyverse package. (You can find instructions on how to reformat data by Google searching ‘R 
tidyverse from wide to long’ or a similar search term). 

keep_names <- c("country_code", "country_name")   # Specifies the list of variable
s to keep 
data_pol <- data_pol %>% 

pivot_longer(!keep_names, names_to = "dates", values_to = "CHI") 

Let’s look at the first few rows to confirm that the reformatting worked as intended: 

head(data_pol) 
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The dates are still character variables so we now convert them to date variables. We use the 
as.Date function, as we did in Section 1.3, but now we tell R that dates are specified in the 
"%d%b%Y" format (see this site (https://tinyco.re/8606284) for a list of common date formats 
used). 

data_pol$dates <- as.Date(data_pol$dates, format = "%d%b%Y") 

 

2.1 Visualising government policy stringency and COVID-19-related outcomes  

Now we can visualise how the Containment-Health Index (CHI) changes over time. Initially we will 
plot the CHI for all 182 countries in the dataset. 

g9 <- ggplot(data_pol,  
             aes(x = dates, y = CHI, color = country_name)) + 
      geom_line(size = 1) +   
      theme(legend.position = "none") +   # Remove legend   
      ggtitle("Containment-Health Index (CHI)") +  
      xlab("Date") + 
      ylab("Containment-Health Index")   
g9 

 
Figure 2.1 Stringency of containment-health policies around the world (1 January 2020 – 7 
January 2021). 
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Figure 2.1 illustrates that some countries imposed a first wave of restrictions in late January/early 
February, and almost all of the other countries followed in March. Let’s look at the CHI for the 
same three European countries from Section 1 (Spain, France, and the UK). 

sel_countries <- c("Spain", "France", "United_Kingdom") 
g10 <- ggplot(subset(data_pol, country %in% sel_countries), 
              aes(x = dates, y = CHI, color = country_name)) + 
      geom_line(size = 1) +   
      ggtitle("Containment-Health Index (CHI)") +  
      xlab("Date") + 
      ylab("Containment-Health Index")   
g10 

 
Figure 2.2 Stringency of containment-health policies in France, Spain, and the UK (1 January 2020 
– 7 January 2021). 

The UK data are missing! Inspecting the data_pol dataset reveals that we used the incorrect 
country name (it should be "United Kingdom", without an underscore). To avoid this issue, we 
can instead refer to countries using their unique 3-letter country codes (country_code). The 3-
letter code for the UK is ‘GBR’. You can look up a list of unique country codes on the IBAN website 
(http://tinyco.re/4194098). 

sel_countries <- c("ESP", "FRA", "GBR") 
g10 <- ggplot(subset(data_pol, country %in% sel_countries), 
              aes(x = dates, y = CHI, color = country_name)) + 
      geom_line(size = 1) +   
      ggtitle("Containment-Health Index (CHI)") +  
      xlab("Date") + 
      ylab("Containment-Health Index")  
g11  
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Figure 2.3 Stringency of containment-health policies in France, Spain, and the UK (1 January 2020 
– 7 January 2021), correct graph. 

Figure 2.3 shows that these three countries have implemented restrictions that are qualitatively 
similar in severity, though restrictions in the UK were relatively less stringent in May/June 2020 
and towards the end of November 2020. 

Looking at three other European countries (Germany, Sweden, and Hungary) illustrates that some 
countries have taken distinctly different approaches. 

sel_countries <- c("DEU", "SWE", "HUN") 
g12 <- ggplot(subset(data_pol, country %in% sel_countries), 
              aes(x = dates, y = CHI, color = country_name)) + 
      geom_line(size = 1) +   
      ggtitle("Containment-Health Index (CHI)") +  
      xlab("Date") + 
      ylab("Containment-Health Index") 
g12   

 
Figure 2.4 Stringency of containment-health policies in Germany, Hungary, and Sweden (1 
January 2020 – 7 January 2021). 
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The media is full of debates about whether restrictions imposed by governments are/were 
effective in mitigating the spread of COVID-19. Policy effectiveness is a very important 
consideration, and various methods have been developed to answer such questions. 

There is such a large body of literature on this topic that we don’t have the space here to review 
the literature or apply all the lessons learned. Instead, we focus on discussing why it is very 
difficult to reach definitive conclusions when evaluating the effectiveness of a policy/policies. The 
problem is typically that the policy is correlated with some other factors (often unobserved) that 
also determine the outcome of the variable of interest, so we cannot identify the effect of the 
policy alone. 

One of the aims of containment policies was to prevent deaths, or keep the number of deaths as 
low as possible. We will start by looking the movement of our policy variable (the CHI) and the 
target variable (weekly COVID-19 deaths). 

First, we will reduce the daily policy variable to the same weekly frequency as the outcome 
variable, by only keeping dates in the CHI data that are also in the COVID-19 data. 

sel_dates <- unique(data$dates) 
data_pol2 <- data_pol %>% filter(dates %in% sel_dates) 

Now we can use merge to add the CHI data to our COVID-19 dataset. 

data_merge = merge(data, data_pol, by.x = c("countryCode","dates"), 
                   by.y = c("countryCode","dates"), all.x = TRUE) 

We can plot the policy variable (CHI) and the weekly COVID-19 deaths (deaths_weekly) on a 
single chart, for any country/countries of our choice. In order to see both variables clearly on the 
same chart, we rescale the weekly COVID-19 deaths by a factor of 100 (scale_factor), which is 
fine for our purposes because we are interested in comparing patterns rather than absolute 
values. We will need to add a secondary axis using the scale_y_continuous option (following 
the example in the help file ?scale_y_continuous), which should also be rescaled. Here we use 
Germany (country code ‘DEU’) as an example. 

sel_countries <- c("DEU") 
data_temp <- subset(data_merge, countryCode %in% sel_countries) 
scale_factor <- max(data_temp$deaths_weekly/100)   # Rescaling deaths data 
p10 <- ggplot(data_temp, aes(x = dates)) 
  p10 <- p10 + geom_line(aes(y = CHI, colour = "CHI")) 
   
  # Adding the weekly deaths data 
  p10 <- p10 + geom_line(aes(y = deaths_weekly/scale_factor, colour = "Deaths")) 
   
  # Adding the secondary axis, rescaled 
  p10 <- p10 + scale_y_continuous(sec.axis = sec_axis(~.*scale_factor, name = "Wee
kly COVID-19 Deaths")) 
   
  # Modifying colours and theme options 
  p10 <- p10 + scale_colour_manual(values = c("blue", "red")) 
  p10 <- p10 + labs(y = "CHI", 
                x = "Date", 
                colour = "Series") 
  p10 <- p10 + theme(legend.position = c(0.1, 0.8))  
  p10 <- p10 + ggtitle(paste("Containment-Health Index and Weekly COVID-19 Deaths 
-", as.character(sel_countries))) 
p10 
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Figure 2.5 Containment-health policy stringency and weekly COVID-19 deaths in Germany (1 
January 2020 – 7 January 2021).   

 

2.2 Comparing growth rates in policy and outcome variables  

We might expect that a tightening of restrictions (an increase in the CHI) should bring about a drop 
in the number of weekly COVID-19 deaths. To analyse this relationship we calculate the change in 
the CHI (dCHI) and see if it is correlated with the growth rate of weekly COVID-19 deaths 
(deaths_weekly). If the policies worked as intended, the change in CHI would be negatively 
correlated with weekly COVID-19 deaths. 

The following code used to calculate these variables uses the fact that our data are already 
ordered by date. The growth rate for deaths is measured in proportions (so 2 represents a 200% 
increase from the previous week), and the change in the CHI is measured in levels (the week-to-
week difference in the CHI). Note that for all countries, if the variable of interest was 0 in one week 
and nonzero in the next week, the calculated growth rate will be infinite (dividing by 0). The 
command mutate(gDeaths = na_if(gDeaths, Inf)) replaces these observations with 
missing values. 

data_merge <- data_merge %>%  
    group_by(countryCode) %>%  
    mutate(gDeaths = (deaths_weekly - lag(deaths_weekly))/lag(deaths_weekly)) %>%  
    mutate(gDeaths = na_if(gDeaths, Inf)) %>%  
    mutate(dCHI = (CHI - lag(CHI)))  

Let’s pick one country – Germany - and make a scatterplot of these two variables. 

sel_countries <- c("DEU") 
g13 <- ggplot(subset(data_merge, countryCode %in% sel_countries),  
             aes(x = dCHI, y = gDeaths, colour = dates)) + 
      coord_cartesian(ylim = c(-1, 6)) + 
      geom_point(size = 2) +   # 'size' controls the line thickness 
      ggtitle("Change in the CHI and growth rate of COVID-19 deaths (same week)") 
+ 
      xlab("Change in the CHI") + 
      ylab("Growth rate of deaths") 
g13 
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Figure 2.6 Change in the CHI and growth rate of COVID-19 deaths in Germany (same week). 

In Figure 2.6, the largest growth rate of weekly deaths actually occurs in the same week as the 
largest increase in the CHI (the week beginning 23 March 2020), which reflects the fact that the 
strictest restrictions are likely to be introduced when the outcome variable is moving in the 
‘wrong’ direction. 

Since COVID-19-related deaths typically occur 3 to 4 weeks after infection, we expect the actual 
impact of the policy to be delayed. We should therefore look at growth rates in weekly COVID-19 
deaths 4 weeks after the respective changes in the CHI (the command lag(dCHI, 4) makes the 
CHI data lag 4 weeks behind the weekly deaths data). 

sel_countries <- c("DEU") 
g14 <- ggplot(subset(data_merge, countryCode %in% sel_countries),  
             aes(x = lag(dCHI, 4), y = gDeaths, colour = dates)) + 
      coord_cartesian(ylim = c(-1, 6)) + 
      geom_point(size = 2) +   # 'size' controls the line thickness 
      ggtitle("Change in the CHI and Growth rate of COVID-19 deaths (4 weeks late
r)") + 
      xlab("Change in the CHI") + 
      ylab("Growth rate of deaths (4 weeks later)") 
g14 
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Figure 2.7 Change in the CHI and growth rate of COVID-19 deaths in Germany (4 weeks later). 

In Figure 2.7, the largest increase in the CHI for Germany is followed by a near-zero growth rate 
(levelling off) of COVID-19 deaths four weeks later. 

To see if this lagged relationship holds more generally, we now identify the week of the largest 
increase in CHI in each country (max_date) and see how the growth rate of deaths changes in the 
following weeks. 

# Find the week in which each country has the largest increase in CHI (max_date) 
data_max_dCHI <- data_merge %>%  
         group_by(countryCode) %>%  
         filter(dCHI == max(dCHI, na.rm = TRUE)) %>%  
         dplyr::select(dates) %>%  
         mutate(max_date = dates) %>%  
         dplyr::select(max_date) 
 
# Add max_date for each country 
data_merge <- merge(data_merge, data_max_dCHI, all.x = TRUE)   
  
# Order data by country and date 
data_merge <- data_merge %>% arrange(countryCode, dates)  
      
# Add time variable relative to largest increase in CHI 
data_merge <- data_merge %>%  
              group_by(countryCode) %>%  
              mutate(rel_date = dates - max_date)  

You can check the data and verify that most of the selected dates occur in March and April 2020, 
which correspond to the time when many countries went into their first lockdown. 

Now we can plot the growth rate of deaths relative to the time at which the maximum increase in 
the CHI occurred. 

data_temp <- data_merge %>% filter(rel_date > -30 & rel_date < 80) 
g15 <- ggplot(data_temp,  
             aes(x = rel_date, y = pc_deaths, colour = country_name)) + 
      geom_line(size = 0.1) + 
      labs(y = "Weekly COVID-19 deaths (per 100,000 people)"),  
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           x = "Days since largest change in the CHI") +   
      theme(legend.position = "none") +   # Remove legend 
      ggtitle("Weekly COVID-19 deaths before and after the largest CHI change (all 
countries)")  
g15 

 
Figure 2.8 Weekly COVID-19 deaths before and after the largest CHI change in 2020 (all countries). 

There are lots of lines, which make the chart difficult to decipher. Even restricting the scale of the 
vertical axis (by adding for instance ylim(0, 10) to the above code) does not give a clear 
picture. 

What we really want is to summarise the data across all countries, for example taking the average 
weekly COVID-19 deaths for each horizontal axis value (rel_date). The following code calculates 
these averages (mean_pcd) using the summarise command, and plots this variable as a bar chart. 

temp <- data_merge %>% group_by(rel_date) %>%    # Group by rel_date  
            filter(rel_date > -30 & rel_date < 80) %>%  
            summarise(mean_pcd = mean(pc_deaths, na.rm = TRUE)) # Mean deaths (per 
100,000 people) by rel_date 
 
g16 <- ggplot(temp, aes(x = rel_date, y = mean_pcd)) + 
      geom_bar(stat = "identity") +    
      labs(y = "Average deaths per 100,000 people (all countries)", 
           x = "Days since largest CHI change") + 
      ggtitle("Average weekly COVID-19 deaths before and after the largest CHI cha
nge (all countries)")    
g16 
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Figure 2.9 Average weekly COVID-19 deaths before and after the largest CHI change (all countries). 

Figure 2.9 shows that on average across the 182 countries, the sharpest increase in restrictions in 
each country (a rel_date of 0) is followed by an initial increase in COVID-19 deaths but a steady 
decline after 5 weeks. 

Does the fact that the decline in deaths only starts five weeks after the policy change mean that 
the policies introduced in the respective countries do not work? The short answer is no. Most 
policies which are captured by the CHI attempt to prevent infection. Given the delay of at least a 
few weeks between infection and death, we would expect that effective policies would reduce the 
number of deaths after a delay consistent with that shown in Figure 2.9. 

Does Figure 2.9 imply that the policies described by the CHI have been effective? It is very likely 
that they have, but Figure 2.9 is not, by itself, evidence of this effectiveness. 

 
 

2.3 Evaluating policy effectiveness 

In this section we will describe what would be considered as clear-cut evidence of a policy’s 
effectiveness. 

To illustrate what is required, we plot the CHI and weekly COVID-19 deaths for the UK, in the same 
chart (as we did for Germany in Figure 2.5). 

sel_countries <- c("GBR") 
data_temp <- subset(data_merge, countryCode %in% sel_countries) 
scale_factor <- max(data_temp$deaths_weekly/100)  # Rescaling deaths data 
p15 <- ggplot(data_temp, aes(x = dates)) 
  p15 <- p15 + geom_line(aes(y = CHI, colour = "CHI")) 
   
  # Adding the weekly deaths data 
  p15 <- p15 + geom_line(aes(y = deaths_weekly/scale_factor, colour = "Deaths")) 
   
  # Adding the secondary axis, rescaled 

Read more: This article published in Nature (http://tinyco.re/5643863) uses an approach that is 
conceptually quite similar to the simple analysis we did above, but with the aim of identifying 
particular policies that made a difference in COVID-19 outcomes. 
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  p15 <- p15 + scale_y_continuous(sec.axis = sec_axis(~.*scale_factor, name = "Wee
kly COVID-19 Deaths")) 
   
  # Modifying colours and theme options 
  p15 <- p15 + scale_colour_manual(values = c("blue", "red")) 
  p15 <- p15 + labs(y = "CHI", 
                x = "Date", 
                colour = "Series") 
  p15 <- p15 + theme(legend.position = c(0.1, 0.8))  
  p15 <- p15 + ggtitle(paste("Containment-Health Index and Weekly COVID-19 Deaths 
-", as.character(sel_countries))) 
p15 

 
Figure 2.10 Government policy stringency and weekly COVID-19 deaths in the UK (1 January 2020 
– 7 January 2021).  

In mid-October (between 19 and 26th of October) and mid-December, the CHI increased as large 
parts of the country went into the highest tier of restrictions. In addition to these changes in the 
containment policies, the mid-December dip in deaths was followed by an increase in deaths in 
January 2021. 

We could, for example, ask whether the imposition of the second lockdown in early November 
2020, or the conclusion of the lockdown in early December, had any causal effect on the number of 
COVID-19 deaths. To explore this question, we make another chart that focuses on the period in 
question (October 2020 onwards). 

sel_countries <- c("GBR") 
data_temp <- subset(data_merge, countryCode %in% sel_countries & dates > "2020-10-
01")   # Keep data from 1 October 2020 onwards 
scale_factor <- max(data_temp$deaths_weekly/100)   # Rescaling deaths data 
p15 <- ggplot(data_temp, aes(x = dates)) 
  p15 <- p15 + geom_line(aes(y = CHI, colour = "CHI", size = 1.5)) 
   
  # Adding the weekly deaths data 
  p15 <- p15 + geom_line(aes(y = deaths_weekly/scale_factor, colour = "Deaths"),  
                         size = 1.5) 
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  # Adding the secondary axis, rescaled 
  p15 <- p15 + scale_y_continuous(sec.axis = sec_axis(~.*scale_factor, name = "Wee
kly COVID-19 Deaths")) 
   
  # Modifying colours and theme options 
  p15 <- p15 + scale_colour_manual(values = c("blue", "red")) 
  p15 <- p15 + labs(y = "CHI", 
                x = "Date", 
                colour = "Series") 
  p15 <- p15 + theme(legend.position = c(0.1, 0.8))  
  p15 <- p15 + ggtitle(paste("Containment-Health Index and Weekly Deaths -", as.ch
aracter(sel_countries))) 
p15 

 
Figure 2.11 Government policy stringency and weekly COVID-19 deaths in the UK (1 October 2020 
– 7 January 2021).  

The challenge, as a researcher, is to think about the ‘counter-factual’ outcome: what would have 
happened if instead the policy had not been implemented. In general, there are two approaches to 
estimate this alternative outcome: 

1. Use the outcomes of that country before the policy was implemented and extrapolate 
from the pre-policy data 

2. Use the outcomes from another country, which is (ideally) identical to the country of 
interest in every respect except for the policy in question. 

The graphical analysis in Figure 2.11 employed the first approach. We compared the COVID-19 
death rates before and after the policy was implemented, and the charts indicated that there was 
a (delayed) reduction effect of the containment policies on COVID-19 death rates. 

Here we will employ the second approach, by comparing what happened in the UK with what 
happened in Spain, from 1 September 2020 onwards. 

sel_countries <- c("GBR", "ESP") 
data_temp <- subset(data_merge, (countryCode %in% sel_countries) & dates > "2020-0
9-01")  
 
p16 <- ggplot(data_temp, aes(x = dates)) 
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  p16 <- p16 + geom_line(aes(y = CHI, colour = countryCode), size = 1.5) 
  p16 <- p16 + labs(y = "CHI", 
                x = "Date", 
                colour = "Country") 
  p16 <- p16 + theme(legend.position = c(0.1, 0.8))  
  p16 <- p16 + ggtitle("Containment-Health Index for the UK and Spain") 
p16 

 
Figure 2.12 The containment-health index for the UK and Spain (1 September 2020 – 7 January 
2021). 

You can see that the containment policies were similar in September, October, and early 
November, but diverged in mid-November and early December when the UK eased restrictions 
whereas Spain maintained their level of restrictions. Therefore, the policy we can potentially 
evaluate here is the relaxation of restrictions in the UK. 

This method we use to compare outcomes is called ‘Differences-in-Differences’ (sometimes 
shortened to ‘Diff-in-Diff’ or the abbreviation ‘DiD’). The hypothesis here is that the outcomes for 
both countries (weekly COVID-19 deaths) were on similar trajectories in the ‘pre-policy-change’ 
period (September to early November) and would have continued along this trend if one country 
hadn’t implemented a relevant policy change. If the policy affected the outcome variable, the 
trajectories of that variable would diverge in the ‘post-policy-change’ period (from mid-
November). We then compare the change in outcomes (how did the death statistics change from 
the pre-policy to post-policy period), specifically whether that change differs between the two 
countries (the ‘differences’ - between countries - in ‘differences’ - between pre-policy and post-
policy periods). 

Let’s make a chart to look at weekly COVID-19 deaths in the UK and Spain. 

sel_countries <- c("GBR", "ESP") 
data_temp <- subset(data_merge, (countryCode %in% sel_countries) & dates > "2020-0
9-01")  
 
p17 <- ggplot(data_temp, aes(x = dates)) 
  p17 <- p17 + geom_line(aes(y = deaths_weekly, colour = countryCode), size = 1.5) 
  p17 <- p17 + labs(y = "Weekly COVID-19 deaths", 
                x = "Date", 
                colour = "Country") 
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  p17 <- p17 + theme(legend.position = c(0.1, 0.8))  
  p17 <- p17 + ggtitle("Weekly COVID-19 deaths for the UK and Spain") 
p17 

 
Figure 2.13 Weekly COVID-19 deaths in the UK and Spain (1 September 2020 – 7 January 2021). 

There seems to be a clear relationship between the policy relaxation in the UK and the sustained 
rise in COVID-19 deaths. Looking at the population-adjusted COVID-19 deaths gives the same 
qualitative picture. 

sel_countries <- c("GBR", "ESP") 
data_temp <- subset(data_merge, (countryCode %in% sel_countries) & dates > "2020-0
9-01")  
 
p18 <- ggplot(data_temp, aes(x = dates)) 
  p18 <- p18 + geom_line(aes(y = pc_deaths, colour = countryCode), size = 1.5) 
  p18 <- p18 + labs(y = "Weekly COVID-19 deaths (per 100,000 people)", 
                x = "Date", 
                colour = "Country") 
  p18 <- p18 + theme(legend.position = c(0.1, 0.8))  
  p18 <- p18 + ggtitle("Weekly COVID-19 deaths (per 100,000 people) for the UK and 
Spain") 
p18 
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Figure 2.14 Weekly COVID-19 deaths (per 100,000 people) in the UK and Spain (1 September 2020 
– 7 January 2021). 

The key assumption we have to make when evaluating any policy (here, the mid-November/early-
December relaxation of restrictions in the UK) is ‘parallel trends’: in the absence of the policy (or 
policy change) the evolution of the outcome variable in the two countries would have been 
identical. In our case, we can see that the level and trend of weekly COVID-19 deaths in the UK and 
Spain were actually quite similar in the pre-policy period. This kind of evidence is commonly used 
to support the parallel trends assumption. 

However, it is important to challenge such assumptions. The researchers Goodman-Bacon and 
Marcus wrote a short paper (http://tinyco.re/1973393) discussing the specific issues with applying 
differences-in-differences to evaluate the effectiveness of COVID-19 policies:   

The authors point out that it will be difficult to identify the effect of individual policies (say school 
closures) when they typically come as part of wider-ranging packages. In our case, we 
acknowledge this combination of policies explicitly by using a policy index which is, by 
construction, a measure of a package of policies. Goodman-Bacon and Marcus also point out that 
it may be difficult to actually find a suitable comparison country/area, because countries may 
differ in dimensions that affect policy effectiveness (such as population density and distribution, 
or accompanying economic support policies). 

The latter point is an important consideration in our case, as there is one aspect in which Spain 
and the UK certainly differed. It is now well documented (for example, in this report 
(http://tinyco.re/6196709) published by Imperial College on 31 December 2020) that a new, more 
contagious, variant of the COVID-19 virus had been spreading widely in areas of the UK, most likely 
since November. 

As this new COVID-19 variant coincides with the time that the UK and Spain differed in policy 
restrictions, it is impossible to attribute the differences in COVID-19 deaths to the policy change 
alone. As there is no other country in which (at the time of writing this project) the new virus 
variant is equally widespread as in the UK, it may be difficult, if not impossible, to find a conclusive 
research design which identifies the impact of the policy difference alone. 
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There are a number of great places to find data on COVID-19: 

• The Coronavirus Resource Center (https://tinyco.re/7053991), run by the John Hopkins 
University, publishes data as well as articles on COVID-19.  

• Our World in Data (https://tinyco.re/8868909) has a dedicated COVID-19 page where they 
review some of the latest data. A particularly interesting element of this page is that they 
provide a discussion of why they use the daily updates provided by the European Centre for 
Disease Control (ECDC) (https://tinyco.re/4826169), rather than other sources. This website is 
a particularly good example of careful data analysis. 

• The data competition site Kaggle (https://tinyco.re/9244615) has a dedicated section for 
COVID-19-related challenges. In their data challenge entitled ‘Use exploratory analysis to 
answer research questions that support frontline responders’ (https://tinyco.re/9692781), 
you can see the particular questions posed and how other people have used data to answer 
them. Some Kaggle users have contributed notebooks (https://tinyco.re/2784324), which 
contain their code and data analysis. Most of the entries are written in Python, but some are 
in R (‘Rmd’) format. Looking at the Python ones can still give you a sense of the kinds of data 
analysis that are possible. 

 
 

Find out more 

 

If you are interested in using data to investigate pressing policy issues, the Doing Economics 
eBook (https://tinyco.re/1425213) contains a range of projects similar to this one, which you 
can complete in R, Excel, or Google Sheets.  


